DECISION OF THE COLLEGE OF THE
EUROPEAN PUBLIC PROSECUTOR’S OFFICE
OF 10 NOVEMBER 2021
ON THE RESIGNATION OF MR. MILAN CISARIK FROM
HIS POSITION AS EUROPEAN DELEGATED
PROSECUTOR

The College of the European Public Prosecutor’s Office (EPPO),

Having regard to Council Regulation (EU) 2017/1939 of 12 October 2017 implementing enhanced cooperation on the establishment of the European Public Prosecutor’s Office (‘EPPO’), and in particular Articles 9, 13 and 17 thereof,

Noting that on 27 October 2021 Mr Milan Cisarik, European Delegated Prosecutor from the Slovak Republic, appointed by this College on 25 November 2020 with Decision n° 20/2020, and whose term in office started on 16 January 2021, has submitted to the European Chief Prosecutor a resignation letter, requesting the termination of his contract as European Delegated Prosecutor, effective on 15 November 2021 or on 1 December 2021,

Having considered the proposal of the European Chief Prosecutor to take note of the resignation and waive the notice period provided for by Article 24 (1) of the Conditions of Employment of the European Delegated Prosecutors (CEEDP) in consideration of the following circumstances: that Mr Cisarik has to be appointed in a judicial office in the Slovak Republic, which requires prior termination of his term in office as European Delegated Prosecutor, and there is the interest of the EPPO to allow the launch as soon as possible of a new appointment procedure for this position as European Delegated Prosecutor in the Slovak Republic,

HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS:

Article 1

1. To take note of the decision to resign of Mr Milan Cisarik, European Delegated Prosecutor from the Slovak Republic.

2. To approve waiving in its entirety the notice period provided by Article 24(1) CEEDP following the resignation, giving effect to his resignation from 15 November 2021.
Article 2

This decision shall enter into force on the date following date of its adoption.

Done at Luxembourg on 10 November 2021.

On behalf of the College,

Laura Codruța KÖVESI
European Chief Prosecutor